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by means of the prerogative orders which will be discussed later.1
It exercises the jurisdiction of the three former Common Law
Courts. It acts as the Assizes for London and Middlesex, so far as
civil business is concerned, ^and countless cases are tried in London
in the Queen's Bench Division which might equally be tried on circuit
at Assizes. It is for a Master, an officer of the court who deals with
the preliminary stages of an action, or a District Registrar of the High
Court who carries out the duties of Masters in certain provincial
towns to decide whether an action shall be tried in London or at
Assizes. Cases in which many local witnesses are concerned are best
tried in the county in which the dispute arose. Trials^take place both
before a judge and jury, and before a judge alone. There is a right
to a jury in cases involving charges of fraud, unless there is in-
volved a prolonged investigation of accounts or documents or a
scientific or local investigation which cannot conveniently be made
with a jury, or in cases of libel, slander, malicious prosecution, false
imprisonment, seduction or breach of promise of marriage. In all
other cases it is for the court in its discretion to decide whether trial
shall be by a jury or by a judge alone.2 A jury trial in civil cases is
not nowadays often requested. The history of the jury links it with
cases now tried in the Queen's Bench Division. Elsewhere it is
sometimes used in contested probate and divorce cases. Even in
actionsJforjiegligence where juries were formerly favoured, the
majority of trials to-day are by a judge alone. In cases tried with a
jury matters of law are for a judge, matters of fact are for the jury.3
Until 1949 juries were either common or special. A special juror had
^Jiigher^ property qualification and either party couJcf apply for a
special jury "in any civil case where trial by jury was appropriate.
The theory was that a more intelligent verdict could be obtained
from a jury with higher qualifications; the objection which has pre-
vailed was that political bias in one direction was more likely to
influence such juries. Special juries were abolished by the Juries
Act, 1949; the term, common jury has thus become obsolete, but a
City of London special jury for the trial of commercial cases in the
Queen's Bench Division can still be obtained.4
The old Court of Chancery exercised the equitable jurisdiction Chancery
of the ICing's Chancellor, delegated to him by the King in Council.
This jurisdiction supplemented the common law by granting new
remedies such as injunctions and specific performance and dealing
also with matters, e.g. trusts, of which the common law courts took
no cognisance. Equity, originally an elastic system for meeting
1	Part VIE., Chap. 3, and Part VHI., Chap. 1.
2	Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1933, s. 6.
3	For merits and defects of trial by jury, see Jackson, op. cit., pp. 65-9.
4	Juries Act, 1949, ss. 18,19, 20.

